WOOD &
FAUX WOOD
BLI N D S

Nothing adds the look of luxe like versatile wood blinds.
Whether genuine or friendly faux, wood works wonders.
Let’s go window shopping.

WOOD & FAUX WOOD
BLINDS by Alta

FAUX WOOD BLINDS:
PREMIUM GRAIN | PEPPERCORN PG503
Cordless Lift with Motorized Tilt

// Wood Blinds

WOOD BLINDS:
COASTAL | DRIFTWOOD WBR-801
Standard Tilt & Lift Cords

WILD ABOUT
WOOD
With their old-world grace and
new-school sustainability, wood blinds
define a room. Chosen for their inherent
appeal and durability, our premium
hardwoods are hand-crafted to retain
their beautiful natural grain. An
investment? Sure. In your well-being.

WHY WOOD BLINDS?
Nothing says luxury more than natural,
gleaming wood.
● Timeless style with an heirloom aura.
●

●

●

Choose from smooth-finish paints and stains
or the texture of a wire-brush finish.
Equally beautiful from inside your home
or from the street.
Natural insulating qualities of wood mean
they’re innately energy-friendly.

Pro Tip

IDEAL FOR…
●
●

●

●

WOOD BLINDS:
SMOOTH FINISH | RICH WALNUT W2-133
Standard Tilt & Lift Cords

Control tilt from
afar with

Motorization

Providing elegant privacy.
Infusing a traditional touch to
a transitional look.
Wide or side-by-side windows where
two or three blinds can combine on one
continuous headrail.
Additional texture with the option of
contrasting tape for more light control
and even more style.

// Wood Blinds

DESIGN 101
We’ve made customizing your blind so easy, you may moonlight as a designer. Choose slat size
for privacy and view, motorization for ease and safety, and even valance design for that finishing
touch. The result? A unique blind that will cause your friends to ask for free advice.

WOOD BLINDS:
COASTAL | SAILCLOTH WBR-800
Standard Tilt & Lift Cords

SLAT SIZES

1 ⅜" Slat Size

2" Standard Slat Size

2 ⅜" Slat Size

Provides more view-through, with
less stack, than 1" blinds.

Ideal for any size window.

Larger scale offers optimal view-through
and a more dramatic look.

Battery-powered motorized system tilts
blinds open and closed with the touch
of a button. Just right for hard-to-reach
windows or for light and privacy control
on command.

Blinds lift and lower with a light push
or pull on the bottomrail. Cordless lift
provides enhanced safety in the home.
Available on all slat sizes.

Available with cordless lift and
standard cordlock.

STANDARD TILT
& LIFT CORDS

WAND TILT

Press a button on the color-coordinated
aluminum bottomrail to lift and lower
blinds. Release the button to lock blinds
into place. Convenient and easy to use enhances safety in the home.
Available on 2" and 2⅜" slats only.
Meets safety certification when used
with wand tilt.

CORDED OPTIONS

Adjusts the slats open or closed with a
simple twist. Meets safety certification
only when used with Cordless Lift & Lock.

CORDLESS LIFT
& LOCK™

CORDLESS LIFT

MOTORIZATION

CORDLESS OPTIONS

We proudly carry the “Best for Kids”
designation, certifying tough
independent laboratory testing.
View how the push of
a button allows you
to lock your wood
blind in any position.

Blinds tilt open or closed by pulling on
the cord tilt control. Lift cord features a
break-away stop ball for added safety in
homes with children.

MOUNTING OPTIONS

Inside Mount

Inside Mount with Returns

Outside Mount

Solid or decorative
tapes provide a
graceful accent to
the blinds as well as
cover route holes
for increased light
control and privacy.
Add to the decorative
valance to complete
the look.

Optional routeless
slats eliminate route
holes to reduce
incoming light,
increase privacy
and enhance the
aesthetics of the
blinds.

LIGHTSOUT
ROUTELESS

Lift cords pass
through holes in
slats, the most
common slat design.

Two or three blinds
are combined on
one long headrail for
flexible light control
and beautiful unity.
Looks like one blind,
acts like two or three.
Ideal for side-by-side
windows or large
expanses.

2-ON-1 & 3-ON-1
HEADRAILS

DECORATIVE
TAPES

STANDARD
ROUTE HOLES

DESIGN OPTIONS

Large profile valance lends drama and
makes a bolder statement.

Add tape to the decorative valance at the
top of your windows and blend it with the
rest of your décor.

3" MODERN
(OPTIONAL)

3" CRESCENT
(OPTIONAL)
Sleek and contemporary for a modern room.

For simple, yet elegant styling.

KEYSTONE

4" FORTE
(UPGRADE)

Complements any décor.

DECORATIVE TAPE
VALANCE

3" DECORATIVE
(STANDARD)

WOOD VALANCE OPTIONS

Designed to cover splices in oversized
valances or to use as a decorative accent.

WOOD BLINDS:
SMOOTH FINISH | SNOW WHITE W2-296
Cordless Lift & Lock with Wand Tilt

// Faux Wood Blinds

FAUX WOOD BLINDS:
POLYMER | S901
Standard Lift Cords with Wand Tilt

FABULOUSLY
FAUX
Only you’ll know it’s faux and we
certainly won’t tell. Our new style of
“printed grain” is as classic as 15th
century trompe l’oile (“fool the eye”)
with 21st century benefits. Moisture
resistant, durable, and economical. Is
there anything else? Oh, yes. Beautiful.

WHY FAUX WOOD BLINDS?
Alternative wood with real style.
●

Keeps costs – not style – in check.

●

Low maintenance + high durability = long-term ease.

●

The look of wood with the care-free upkeep of vinyl.

IDEAL FOR…
●
●

●

Kitchens, bathrooms, and laundry rooms.
Rooms that work hard, play hard and need a
sturdy partner.
Modern design, modern functionality,
timeless affordability.

// Faux Wood Blinds

COMMAND CENTRAL
With our expertise and your style, you’re guaranteed to impact your room - not your budget.

SLAT SIZES

2" Slat Size

2 ½" Slat Size

Ideal for any size window.

Larger scale offers optimal view-through
and a more dramatic look.

Battery-powered motorized system tilts
blinds open and closed with the touch of
a button. For hard-to-reach windows or
for light and privacy control on command.

CORDLESS LIFT
& LOCK™

CORDLESS LIFT

MOTORIZATION

CORDLESS OPTIONS

Blinds lift and lower with a light push
or pull on the bottomrail. Cordless lift
provides enhanced safety in the home.

Available with cordless lift and
standard corlock.

Press a button on the aluminum bottomrail
to lift and lower blinds. Release the button
to lock blinds into place. Convenient and
easy to use - enhances safety in the home.
Meets safety certification
when used with wand tilt.

WAND TILT

Adjusts the slats
open or closed
with a simple twist.
Meets safety
certification
only when used with
Cordless Lift & Lock.

STANDARD TILT
& LIFT CORDS

CORDED OPTIONS
Blinds tilt open or
closed by pulling on
the cord tilt control.
Lift cord features a
break-away stop ball
for added safety in
homes with children.

View how the push of
a button allows you
to lock your blinds in
any position.

DECORATIVE
TAPES

Solid or decorative
tapes provide a
graceful accent
to the blinds as
well as cover route
holes for increased
light control and
privacy.

2-ON-1 & 3-ON-1
HEADRAILS

STANDARD
ROUTE HOLES

Lift cords pass
through holes in
slats, the most
common slat
design.

LIGHTSOUT
ROUTELESS

DESIGN OPTIONS
Optional routeless
slats eliminate
route holes to
reduce incoming
light, increase
privacy and
enhance the look
of the blinds.
Two or three
blinds combined
on one headrail
for flexible light
control and
beautiful unity.
Ideal for side-byside windows
or large expanses.

DECORATIVE
TAPE VALANCE

Add tape to the
decorative valance
at the top of your
windows and blend
it with the rest of
your décor.

KEYSTONE

3" DECORATIVE
(STANDARD)

Complements
any décor.

3" CRESCENT
(OPTIONAL)

VALANCE OPTIONS
Sleek and
contemporary for
a more modern
room.

Designed to cover
splices in oversized
valances or to use
as a decorative
accent.

MOUNTING OPTIONS

Inside Mount

Inside Mount with Returns

Outside Mount

WOOD & FAUX WOOD BLINDS by Alta
// Wood Blinds

// Faux Wood Blinds

WOOD

FAUX WOOD

SLAT SIZES
1³⁄8"

✓

2"

✓

2³⁄8"

✓

2½"

✓
✓

CONTROL AND DESIGN OPTIONS
Tilt & Lift Cords

Standard

Standard

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Standard

Standard

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Standard

Standard

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

Inside

✓

✓

Inside with Returns

✓

✓

Outside

✓

✓

Wand Tilt
Cordless Lift & Lock

™

Cordless Lift
Motorized Tilt
Route Holes
LightsOut Routeless
Two-on-One
Three-on-One

2" and 2³⁄8" only

✓

DECORATIVE OPTIONS
Tapes

VALANCE OPTIONS
3" Decorative
3" Crescent
3" Modern
4" Forte (upgrade)
Decorative Tape
Keystone

✓
✓

MOUNTS

By scanning this code, the most current options
matrix will be available digitally.

